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Background



The MPEG-7 standard[1] is an international standard since September 2001 which specifies metadata for describing multimedia content. The interesting part for our project is this part of the standard which defines visual descriptors. These are structures to describe multimedia data. Their exact extraction methods are not standardized. Figure 1 shows an overview of MPEG-7 visual descriptors which are suitable for still images. Since 2001, lots of research has been conducted on making use of these standardized visual descriptors in the field of Computer Vision, especially in Content-Based Image Retrieval Systems (See [6, 23, 7, 13, 12, 3, 5].). “[..]Research did not only proceed along the lines of improved search algorithms, but also toward creating new features and similarity measures based on color, texture, and shape. One of the recent interesting additions to the set of features are from the MPEG-7 standard.” [16]



Figure 1: MPEG-7 Visual Descriptors For Low-level Features
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Motivation And Related Work



In an effort to bridge the semantic gap in CBIR systems, visualizing features as artificial images was proposed in[10], where the authors stated that ”the visualization of low level features is an open question of research”. This year, Johannes Imo, a VIS student at Stuttgart University, is finalizing his Diplom entitled Interactive Feature Visualization for Image Retrieval. In [11], the main idea is ”to make CBIR systems more ’transparent’ by visualization of the employed features.” In his software, the color histogram as a color feature and the cooccurrence matrix from which most texture features are derived, are visualized. As his experimentation results revealed the importance of such visualization and now that more and more CBIR systems are using the MPEG-7 descriptors (see section 3), the next step would be to find a suitable visualization for the MPEG-7 features. We have also chosen a color feature and a texture feature: Color Layout and Edge Histogram, respectively. Those two features are two very powerful features for CBIR systems, especially sketch-based image retrieval. Further, combining color and texture features in CBIR systems leads to more accurate results for image retrieval. In both the Color Layout Descriptor (CLD) and the Edge Histogram Descriptor (EHD) image features like color and edge distributuion can be localized in seperate 4x4 sub-images.(See sections ) In [22] the visual features of each sub-image were characterized by the representative colors of the CLD as well as the edge histogram of the EHD at that sub-image using weighing factors. The main idea was to ”enable more content-oriented retrieval even without example images for the query”. The Query-By-layout project allowed the user to directly input information about edges and colors using sliding bars for each subimage seperately. As a result, it created a visualization of the edge popularity of the EHD (indicated by percentages) and the luminance of the CLD (using grey levels) in all subimages. See Figures 2 and 3. However, as most CBIR systems depend on query images and as most users of such CBIR systems are non-professional, we hope to develop a more user-friendly visualization of a joint representation of EHD and CLD, which an ordinary user can understand. It is also interesting to note that in [8] other MPEG-7 descriptors were also combined together into one representation, namely Scalable Color Descriptor (SCD) for color and, Homogeneous Texture Descriptor(HTD) for texture representation respectively. However, no visualization of the joint representation was proposed. Also, in [21] all MPEG-7 visual descriptors were ”fused” into one descriptor, but still with no visualization attempt. 3



Figure 2: Query By Layout (QBL) GUI Board (1)



Figure 3: Query By Layout (QBL) GUI Board (2)
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CBIR Systems Using MPEG-7 Descriptors



In the field of Content-Based Image Retrieval, several systems were developed which rely on the MPEG-7 visual descriptors, mainly due to the interoperability of the standard. An overview over such systems in the order of their development date follows.



3.1



PicSOM[14]



PicSOM (Picture Self-Organizing Map) is a neural-network-based image retrieval system which was developed in 2001. It uses self-organizing maps to retrieve relevant images from the database and uses the MPEG-7 visual descriptors for the image description space. The following subset of MPEG-7 visual descriptors were used: • Scalable Color • Dominant Color • Color structure • Color Layout • Edge Histogram • Region-Based Shape



3.2



VizIR[18]



VizIR,a framework for Visual Information Retrieval, is a project which started in March 2003 aiming at implementing the MPEG-7 visual descriptors in Content-based retrieval of images and video (CBVR).



3.3



Eric7[9]



Eric7 is a software developed in 2004 which allows automatic MPEG-7/XML encoding of up to 15 color, texture and shape descriptors.



3.4



Caliph & Emir[17]



Caliph (Common and Lightweight PHoto Annotation) and Emir (Experimental Metadata-based Image Retrieval) are two programs developed in 2005 belonging to one and the same project. Among the features they have in 5



common is their ability to extract the following mpeg-7 features from images provided by users: • Dominant Color • Scalable Color • Color Layout • Edge Histogram In addition, they visualize the Color Layout feature. For the other three features, it just presents the raw data to the user (vector or matrix respectively), see Figures 4 and 5.



Figure 4: Snapshot of MPEG-7 descriptors extracted by Caliph from an input image



3.5



Mirror[24]



Mirror (MPEG-7 Image Retrieval Refinement based On Relevance feedback) was developed in 2005 to evaluate MPEG-7 visual descriptors in retrieval algorithms. 6



Figure 5: Snapshot of a retrieval result by Emir The user can choose one of the following MPEG-7 descriptors for his image search: • Dominant Color • Scalable Color • Color structure • Color Layout • Homogeneous Texture • Edge Histogram



3.6



CBIR - Histogram[15]



CBIR-Histogram is a CBIR software developed in 2006 by a student which uses the Color Structure Descriptor of the MPEG-7 standard



3.7



CIREC[2]



CIREC (Cluster Correlogram Image Retrieval and Categorization), developed in 2007, uses MPEG-7 low-level features to represent image partitions 7



obtained by clustering. It uses the following MPEG-7 color and texture descriptors. • Scalable Color • Color structure • Color Layout • Edge Histogram



3.8



Fedora[4]



In the last conference of Fedora Commons April 2008, the fedora team also announced the integration of Content-Based Image Retrieval built on the MPEG-7 standard into their system.
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The Color Layout Descriptor (CLD)[12]



The CLD represents the spatial distribution of colours in an image. The extraction process of the CLD consists of the following four stages (See Figure 6): • The image array is partitioned into 8x8 blocks. • Representative colors are selected and expressed in YCbCr color space. • Each of the three components (Y, Cb and Cr) is transformed by 8x8 DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform). • The resulting sets of DCT coefficients are zigzag-scanned and the first few coefficients are nonlinearly quantized to form the descriptor.



Figure 6: The extraction process of the CLD [19] The CLD descriptor is thus a very compact representation of the color layout and allows for very fast searches in databases.
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The Edge Histogram Descriptor (EHD)[5]



The EHD represents the spatial distribution of edges in an image. The extraction process of the EHD consists of the following stages: • The image array is divided into 4x4 subimages. • Each subimage is further partitioned into non-overlapping square imageblocks whose size depends on the resolution of the input image. • The edges in each image-block is categorized into one of the following six types: vertical, horizontal, 45◦ diagonal, 135◦ diagonal, nondirectional edge and no-edge. (See Figure 7) • Now a 5-bin edge histogram of each subimage can be obtained. (See Figure 8) • Each bin value is normalized by the total number of image-blocks in the subimage. • The normalized bin values are nonlinearly quantized.



Figure 7: Five types of edges [5]
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Combining EHD and CLD



”[...]Since the EHD and the IDCT coefficients of the CLD are based on 4x4 and 8x8 grids, respectively, there exists a spatial one-to-one correspondence between the sub-image of the EHD and 2x2 IDCT values of the CLD. That 10



Figure 8: 1-D array of 80 bins of EHD[5] is, as shown in Figure 18, the adjacent 2x2 IDCT values correspond to one sub-image of the EHD. So, the visual features of each subimage can be characterized by the 2x2 representative colors of the IDCT of the CLD as well as the edge histogram of the EHD at that sub-image.[...]” [22] For further details, please refer to [22].



Figure 9: Combining the EHD and the IDCT values of the CLD[22]
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Implementation



We plan to use Java programming language for both engine and graphical user interface (GUI). One of the image processing tools for Java will be used.
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